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One Saturday morning, Uncle Matt called to say he had 
a surprise. 

"He says it has 12 feet and lots of fur," said Katie. 
"And he's bringing it here?" asked Adam.
"He's on his way over now," Katie said, and shrugged.
"Knowing Uncle Matt, this should be interesting," 

said Adam.  
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At last, Uncle Matt arrived with his surprise. 
"I was at a friend's farm this morning and 

he was giving away these bunnies," he explained. 
"As soon as I saw them, I thought of you guys."

"Matt, where are the bunnies going to live?" 
asked Mom. 

"Can we keep them?" pleaded Katie as she looked 
inside the carrier. "They must need a home." 

"There's metal fencing in the garage," said Katie. "Maybe we 
could use it to make a bunny home. This carrier is so small."

Adam beamed. "We're going to build the Best Bunny 
Home Ever!" 

"Before we do anything, let's measure the fencing and see 
how much we have," said Mom. 

"Good idea," said Uncle Matt. "Come on, guys. I'm going to 
need your help measuring." 
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"Katie, what's your estimate?" asked Uncle Matt. "How much 
fencing do we have? Adam just measured 1 metre." 

"That's a tough one," said Katie.  "There's still lots on the roll. 
I would say...15 metres."

Uncle Matt finished measuring with the children. "This is 
24 metres," he said. "That will be the perimeter. You'll have to 
decide what shape you want your pen to be and how long each 
side should be."

"I want a quadrilateral," Katie said right away. "Rectangles 
are the best."

"I want a square," said Adam. "My room is a square."

"Of course, each idea will be good," said Uncle Matt. "Two 
heads are better than one." 

"How will we know which shape would be the best for the 
bunnies?" asked Adam. 

"We should draw our shape. Then we should imagine 
the bunnies inside it," said Katie. "The only rule is using 
24 metres."

"I don't have paper that big," said Adam. "Can I draw on my 
wall?" he asked Mom. 

"NO!" said Mom, and they all laughed. 
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"Just one other thing," said Uncle Matt. "Bunnies love to 
stretch. Remember that when you design your home." 

"I like to stretch, too," said Adam. "Now I need to get into 
the bunny mind." 

"In that case, I declare the bunny challenge officially open!" 
said Uncle Matt. "We'll look after the bunnies while you guys 
get creative." 
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"So...24 metres," Katie repeated to herself. "What could I 
use to stand for 1 metre?"

Katie took out her ruler. "Here we go. 1 centimetre 
represents 1 metre. That's small enough to fit on a paper." 

Then she got a sheet of paper to measure. 
"I want length for stretching room. What if I made 2 sides 

10 metres long? That's one awesome rectangle."

Adam knew he wanted a square. That way, no side would be 
longer than the others, and the bunnies could hold a council 
in the middle! 

"But how do I make a square with 24 metres?" he wondered. 
Then Adam remembered. "A square has 4 sides the same 

length, so the 4 numbers must be the same. For this square, 
the sides added up have to be an even number. I'll use 
centimetre cubes to build this."
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Katie and Adam returned to the kitchen with their work. 
"How is everyone coming along?" asked Uncle Matt. 
"My L-plan is interesting," said Katie. "But I don't think 

it has that much room." 
"Let's have a look," said Uncle Matt. "Most of all, we 

want to give the bunnies space."
"How can we tell which design has the biggest area?" 

asked Adam. 

"Area is the number of square units needed to cover a 
shape," said Uncle Matt. "So how would you measure it?"

"I know," said Katie. "I could make my drawings bigger, on 
the carpet. Then I could use Adam's sticky notes—as many as I 
can fit inside each shape. Then I could compare how many." 

"Excellent," said Uncle Matt. "But I may have an 
easier way." 
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"Sometimes I use grid paper to solve a problem like this," 
said Uncle Matt. "Each one of these squares is 1 centimetre by 
1 centimetre."

"I used centimetres for my drawing!" said Katie.
"Hey, me too!" said Adam. "Each side of my cubes is 

1 centimetre long." 
"So what do you think you could do?" asked Uncle Matt. 
"I could count the cubes," said Adam. "But what 

about Katie?" 

Uncle Matt laughed. "Well, we can put my grid paper on top 
of Katie's drawing…"

"And count the squares that way!" said Katie, excited. 
"You got it," said Uncle Matt. "Then we can start to 

build the bunny home after we decide. Or shall I say, after 
you decide." 
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Katie counted the squares in her L-shaped pen first. 
"This shows that there are 20 squares." 
"It's a great shape," said Uncle Matt. "But it doesn't have 

a very large area. Count your 4th try."
Katie placed the grid paper over the new drawing and 

counted. "And that's…wow! 27 squares!"

"Adam, you try," said Uncle Matt. 
Adam counted the cubes in his design. 
"That is cool," said Katie. "I think we should pick Adam's 

design. It's the best for the bunnies since it gives the 
largest area."
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Uncle Matt, Mom, and the kids went to the hardware 
store to get the rest of the building supplies. They worked all 
afternoon building the new home for the bunnies. 

Katie and Adam measured and measured again to make sure 
that the sides were each 6 metres long. Everyone wanted the 
bunnies to have the maximum amount of space. 

"When is it going to be finished?" asked Adam. 
"We're getting there," said Uncle Matt. "You know what 

you could do for fun? Use some sticky tape to outline the 
shapes you didn't use on the grass. You'll see how the areas 
are smaller."

Adam and Katie got so busy creating the other shapes that 
they didn't realize the new bunny home was finished. 
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"I wonder what the bunnies will think of their home," 
said Katie as Uncle Matt placed each bunny in the pen. 

Then everyone laughed. The bunnies hopped to the 
centre of the pen and sat down together, just like 
Adam had imagined.
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